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About ‘MINI’
Millets-The Everlasting Grains

Millet Network of India is convened by Deccan Development Society, which over the last
25 years, has been working with rural communities of Medak District and assisted them
in their quest for food sovereignty. The Network has about 120 members across the
length and breadth of the country, and is currently involved in a range of interventions in
about 8 states including Telangana, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Gujarat,
Odisha, Himachal Pradesh and Nagaland.

An Appeal
All the members of Millet Network of India who receive this newsletter are requested to
make their contributions to it, so that it can be enriched and stories from different corners of the country where not only MINI works but from across the borders can be presented. Photo-features, stories, analytical articles, policy analyses and so on are all welcome.
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Strengthening local food & farming systems

Under the theme ‘Strengthening local food and farming systems- a call for action,’ World Food Day 2017
was observed at Chizami village in Phek district on October 16. World Food Day is an annual observance
of the UN- FAO and the theme for 2017 is ‘Change the future of migration – invest in food security and
rural development.’
Organized by North East Network (NEN) Nagaland, the event had the participation of 130 women farmers
from Phek district, village leaders, district administration, and officials from the department of Horticulture, Rural Development (RD), KVK- ICAR Porba and National Agriculture Bank for Rural Development
(NABARD). 19 women farmers were honoured in recognition of their role and contribution in ensuring
food and nutritional securities in their communities, according to a press release from NEN.
Seno Tsuhah from NEN highlighted the role of rural communities in ensuring food and nutritional securities. Stating that the rural-urban migration in Nagaland is increasing at rapid rate, she said if this trend is
not checked it will become unhealthy for the society. To address the issue, she asserted that food and
farming policies of the Government need to be relooked and re-strategized. The solution lies in strengthening local food and farming systems which requires the concerted effort of diverse stakeholders, particularly the government, Seno added.
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Guest of Honor Kovi Meyase, Deputy Commissioner of Phek, in his inaugural speech stated that despite
the many advancements made by human civilization, hunger and poverty remain to be addressed. Reiterating on the global theme, he pointed out that people across the world are migrating not by choice but
by circumstance. Therefore, he stressed on the need to develop a roadmap for sustainable agriculture
and food production. Local and indigenous food can contribute in addressing hunger and poverty and
this can be leveraged through community extension services, the DC stated. Further, he stressed on importance of education for creating greater awareness in strengthening local food systems – production,
value addition and marketing. Rural women have the potential to sustain local food production and
building a resilient community, he said.
Cond……..
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In the session on ‘Promotion and support for local food and farming system’, testimonies on challenges
and concerns of the farming community were shared by women farmers. Emerging issues were climate
change and its impact on food security, shortage in agricultural labour, absence of support for indigenous
and native seeds, promotion of cash crops by government, lack of remunerative price for local and organic products, the increasing use of chemical pesticides and fertilizers and its impact on soil fertility and
shrinking agricultural lands, the release informed.
In response, Razouvolie Dozo, Project Director of RD shared on the focus to reduce migration by investing
in rural livelihoods. He mentioned that in every programme of RD, 30% participation of women is mandatory and therefore women’s participation is necessary in all planning and decision making processes
and activities. Meanwhile, Moalemba, District Horticulture Officer commended the concept of community seed banks, stating that such practice should be encouraged and replicated in other communities.
He supported organic farming and provided information on various methods for pests and disease control.
In the session ‘Addressing barriers to rights and entitlements for women’, women farmers pointed out
various challenges and barriers in relation to market access, post harvest management and processing
technologies, reduction of work drudgery, access to women friendly tools and technology, trainings and
information and access to capital and credit. In response, Imsunaro, DDM, NABARD highlighted the importance of awareness and sensitization of women on financial literacy and financial products such as
KCC. Esther T. Longkumer, KVK-ICAR shared about the interventions of KVK and various programmes
available for farmers.

http://morungexpress.com/strengthening-local-food-farming-systems/
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Millets Food Festival and Recipe Training
India proposed to the United Nations (UN) to declare the year 2018 as the year of millets. The proposal was assumed to have long term objectives, the country assumes that taking conscious measures
for increasing production and popularizing consumption of millets could have many benefits for the
future. If approved, may have many positive impacts and future perspectives for farmers, rain and dry
land agriculture systems, food and nutrition security of the society as well as addressing global issues
like the climate change. Aligning with the nation’s vision of millets promotion and on the day of
KisanDiwas, NIRMAN is planning to organize an event to promote production and popularize consumption of millets, through creating awareness among the farmers and consumers in Odisha.
NIRMAN has organized a millets recipe training
and millets food festival to bring together both the
producers and consumers to create awareness
about the need for increasing production of millets
for the benefit of dry land agriculture systems,
food and nutrition security of the society and combat climate change. Millets food festival was organized on the “KisanDiwas” (National Farmers’
Day), which is celebrated annually on 23’ December. KisanDiwas, has been chosen for celebration
of this occasion with an objective to appeal to
farmers about the significance of the year of millets, if approved by the UN and their role in increasing
millets production in the future, for the benefit of the society and future generations. The same platform was used to organize millets recipe training for women and millets food festival in collaboration
with the local SHGs. The millets food festival was used as an opportunity to create awareness among
the consumers and public about the health benefits of millets, thereby popularizing consumption of
millets.
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Millets Recipe Training cum Millets Food Festival was organized Odisha, on 22-23 Dec.
2017, at Sikharpai village in Rayagada dist.,by
NIRMAN, a Bhubaneswar based NGO. More
than 200 women participated in the program.
On the day one, indigenous womenhave
learned new millets food recipes. The millets
food recipe training session was facilitated
byMs.Usharani and Ms.Janaki, (Sabala NGO,
Vizianagaram, A.P.). The facilitators have
shown around 10 new millets-based food
recipes of millets halwa, millets cookies, millets laddu, millets muruku, millets pudding/kheer, etc. Most of the millets-based food recipes taught
at the training are unfamiliar to the local women and SHGs. There was deliberation by the facilitators
on the health benefits of consuming millets-based foods.The main focus of the millets recipe training
session was to not only teach and popularizemillets-based food recipes but also create awareness on
the nutritional aspects of millets among the indigenous women and SHGs. One of the key messages of
the session was “bring back millets-basedfoods for a healthy future”.
Cond……
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It was not surprising to see that there was a lot of curiosity and excitement among the participants of
the program.
Onthe day two, around 15 SHGs have participated
in the Millets Food Festival Exhibition.An array of
millets-based food dishes and snacks have been
prepared and displayed by the SHGs at the food
festival. Millet-based food dishes of finger millet
porridge, finger milletladu, finger milletchapati,
finger milletarisa cake, little millets kheer, foxtail
millet kheer, sorghum rice, sorghum pop-corn,
etc, have been displayed.More than 500 people
visited the venue to take a look at the display of
millets-based food dishes. The event has garnered a lot of attention of the local folk.
Winners have been chosen by a panel of judges
and two SHGs have been chosen as the winner
and runner-up of the millets-based food festival. Sabitri SHG,Kataganthavillage had been
adjudged as the winner and Basumati SHG,
Kumbharudavillage have been adjudged as the
runner-upfor preparingmost number of milletsbased foods for food festival. More than 27 types
of millets-based foods were prepared by the
tribal women and displayed at the millets food
festival.
The event was adorned by many interesting guests. The guests participated in the event includes, Mr.
Santosh K. Samal, (DDM NABARD), Mr.Bijay K. Behera, (Horticulture, JE), Mr.Niranjan Gouda,
(WASSAN Dist. Coordinator), Mr.VinobhaNathan, Freelance Photographer, BBC, from Pondichery)and
Mr.PrasantMohanty, (Executive Director, NIRMAN). The Program was support by the Millets Network
of India (MINI) and The National Foundation for India (NFI-THF).
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Crops of Anger: Current Concerns, Challenges and Collective
Solutions for Millet Revival
Torches are lit and signs are held high when 40
sangham women from start their rally in Mogudampally village in the evening of November 6th 2017.
They are on their fourth day of campaigning and the
farmer’s slogans about the benefits of millets and
the drawbacks of cotton are echoing over the village. The aim is to sensitize cotton farmers on the
importance of millets and the state to recognize
Jowar as a essential food crop. The farmers raged
over the recent loss that occured to their food crops and for not being compensated equally as that of
the commercial crops.
On the main street in Mogudampally the women stopped to and have a vibrant meeting together
with the around 80 villagers who had gathered around them. DDS sangham supervisor Chukkamma
encouraged people to join the sangham and to start grow millets so that they can ensure good food,
soils and life for women.
The women have decided to hold rallies in a
total of 36 villages in the Zaheerabad region in
the following weeks. They are foremost trying
to create awareness on the fact that many millet farmers this year have lost big parts of their
yield, partly because cotton has increased a lot
in the area the last few years. The millet fields
at several parts of the region were surrounded
by cotton fields, where birds were drawn to eat
them. The yield is then lost. Unlike farmers who
grows mono cash crops, they won’t be compensated for their losses by the state as they are growing
millets by mixed - crop farming. In order to create awareness and put pressure on the state to compensate millet farmers for lost yields, the campaign aims to spread their message from village to
village, up to state level.
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To set an example, DDS has given out monetary
compensation to ten millet farmers from different
villages who lost their yields due to the fact that
their fields are surrounded by cash crops. The compensations were given out on the 27th of October
during a meeting at Deccan Development Society’s
(DDS) project office in Pastapur. During the meeting
they also discussed the issue of the increased cotton
cultivation and its impact on millet farmers, as well
as the absence of adequate compensation for the
loss of food crops from the state.
Cond….
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Sumithra, a farmer of millets, explained in the meeting
the problems of lost yields “I have grown 30 varieties of
crops in my 1 acre farm. The crops grew very well until the
panicles developed. It was right before harvest within few
weeks of time, they have been all eaten away. We struggled a lot but couldn’t save the crops. Wild bore, birds and
peacocks have eaten them all”. Nagwar Vinoda, also a
millet farmer, continued “We are not here to fight someone but retain control over our food crops in our hands.
We are here to grow good food, spread health for
our families. We want to continue growing the
crops even as I have suffered loss this year, because I know what their value is. We all have to
fight together to find solutions for this and keep
alive these crops. These are the 'crops of anger'.
Let us make governments hear to our voices, if
they don’t let’s all fight together”. As stated by
Nagwar Vinoda, even though the farmers have
made big losses they do not feel sorry for themselves, instead they express a great hope and courage
and asserted that they will continue to grow millets and fight together to find solutions. Sumithra
ends her speech in the same spirit saying “We feel blessed by God for being able to feed birds. And
we are also blessed by god who gave us many other crops. I will continue to grow these crops”.
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The meeting was also attended by
Assistant Director of Agriculture for
Zaheerabad. He claimed that the state
is unable to compensate millet farmers since they cannot count the value
of the yield loss when farmer grow
multiple crops in one field and hence
should go for monocropping. DDS
strongly disagreed with this statement. By subsidizing and compensating mono-cash crops, the government
is adding to the problem, as these
crops are harming the natural ecosystems in nature by dismissing the very concept of biodiversity. In
contrast there are many reasons for why the state should recognize millets and millet farmers. Millet
farmers practice traditional organic farming and thereby avoid chemicals which damage the soil
quality, they grow millets on non-irrigated land which saves water and practice mixed-crop farming
which maintains and conserves the biodiversity. For these reasons, the farmers will continue campaigning so that a new system for compensation for millet farmers can take place.
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Alongside conducting the rallies in all 36 villages, they also decided to raise the issue at mandal
level, district level and state level. A letter will be sent from DDS sanghams to the Chief minister,
Telangana. The letter states that the Telangana government, in order to continue its pro-farmer
steps should declare the following: a) Water bonus for millet farmers for saving a huge a quantity
of six million litres of water per acre. b) Biodiversity bonus for keeping alive the critical principle of
biodiversity on their farms. c) Nutritional bonus for providing the most nutritious crops for the
poorest populations who will face the crisis of malnutrition in the coming decades of climate crisis.
Additionally, a postcard campaign is conducted where all the women farmers will send in a total
20 000 postcards explaining the situation in the villages to various state ministers. The aim is also
to bring this issue to the notice to chief minister and other state officials so that the issue is thoroughly discussed and a policy in favoured to the farmers concerned is framed.
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The Millet Farmer
Gowri was one of the first farmers who stepped forward
and volunteered to transition back to cultivating millets,
when SABALA started to work in Gollala Palem village.
Gowri, who had experienced the challenges with commercial crops which drove her and her family into food shortages and an insecure livelihood, wanted to make a
change. Through SABALA she got seeds from DDS to start
cultivating different millets. Gowri is now successfully
farming traditional crops, such as finger millet, foxtail
millet, pulses, leafy vegetables, cowpeas and horse gram,
through mixed crop farming. She is also practicing organic
farming, using organic material accessible on her farm, as
fertilizers and pesticides, keeping the inputs to a minimum and increasing the margins for profit.
The result of going back to cultivating millets
has contributed to food and fodder security for
Gowri, her family and their cattle. As one of the
first farmers in the village who successfully
transitioned back to millet cultivation, Gowri is
a good role model for other farmers in the area.
For one year, Gowri has also been trusted to be
the leader of the farmers’ club in her village,
therefore she is given continuous training from
SABALA, so that she can transfer this knowledge to the other farmers in her village.The transition back to millet cultivation in the village started
with brave individual farmers like Gowri, and the work has been strengthened by collective efforts of
the farmer clubs. By collaborating, discussing issues and benefits, and sharing knowledge among the
group members regarding the market, organic techniques and benefits of millets, the farmers has
reconnected the link between farmer, field and market.
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Seed Exchange Mela
Women’s Collective successfully working in Tamil Nadu for the past 23
years in 17 districts with an active members of women, men, children,
youth, senior citizens and women farmers to bring out social, cultural,
financial, political and environmental development as well as trying to
achieve food sovereignty.
Women’s Collective has organised “Natural Seed Festival” on World Food Day, 16 Oct 2017 at
Vasuthevanallur. Started with traditional cultural activities at 11:00 AM. The natural seeds have
been collected from nine different villages namely Arulatchi, Arulatchi Indra nagar, Sanganaperi,
Pacherry, Eamanpatti, Ayyapuram, Sangupuram, T. Ramanathapuram, and Vellanaikottai to
Mankavalam and Kottampatti through bullock carts with traditional folk dance and holding banners
throughout the ralley.
Mrs. Sheelu, addressed the participants and spoke about the
climate issues and how they are causing problems to the farmers, due to these problems farmers are stepping back from
their routine field works and even commit suicide which it
creates a big question mark on food assurance. In order to
overcome these different and difficult situations cultivation
millets along pulses is the best solution and which can provide
the food for the current and future generation. Millets grow through natural process and they are
highly nutritious. They also preserve the fertility of the soil with minimum consumption of water, and
without any pesticides it grows well in all climatic conditions and also provides fodder to the cattle.
She requested the gathered people to consume Organic food. She also made an effort by requesting
the Government to provide various allowances for the Welfare of the female farmers for which she
formed a Female Farmers Union.
Ms. Amutha rendered the welcome speech by inviting the resource person and even the farmers who attended the meeting. Ms. Ponnuthai
explained the transition of our traditional way of cultivation to the current cultivation using chemical pesticides which pave ways to different
diseases and how it affects our health. She requested to bring back the
initial process of organic food cultivation which our forefathers did.
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Mrs. Saroja requested participants to take organic and millet food at least twice in a week this can
keep us healthy and this can also protect the natural and traditional way of cultivation. She also mentioned that consumption of foods like Pearl millet, Sorghum, Finger millet, Horsegram, Foxtail millet,
Red beans, Green peas, Moong dhal and Sesame seeds may help the farmers and is an encouragement to the farmers who cultivate in our villages. We can also exchange seeds with other villages.
Dr. T. Radhakrishnan requested all the female farmers to bring back the traditional way of cultivating
crops because in those days they followed the golden words “Food is medicine, Medicine is food”.
Present food habits have lead to various health hazards like lung disorders, diabetes and cancer etc.
Cond…..
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Dr. Indira Pechiyammal, president of New Life Plan refers the organic seeds as the greatest weapons.
She also mentioned that these organic seeds are the future assets for our farmers.
Ms. Dhavamani asked to save all our organic and local variety of seeds. He also stated that women has
the capacity to achieve anything they want, through which they can attain the goal of bring back the
traditional way of cultivation. He said to reduce the consumption of rice due to higher amount of rice
develops many diseases. He concluded that organic food is the best food in the world.
Mr. A.M. Palanisami explained the drawback of
hybrid vegetables and instant foods like
maggi, creates hormonal imbalance. He also
said about how to reduce the usage of plastics
and consuming alcohol and also talked about
green environment, as well as companies producing soft drinks, by using hazardous machines in the process of production. Therefore
avoid eating present food items and create the
habit of eating traditional organic foods.
Mr. Veeraputhiran – Lawyer said that even though there has been more evolution on the production
of wheat and sugarcane but finally it leads to loss and liabilities. He also assured that in future we will
face famine, starvation and lack of seeds if we dosen’t follow our traditional way of farming.
Mr. Raveendran, has classified the nine types of
millets and pulses namely, Pearl millet, Sorghum,
Finger millet, Foxtail millet, Horsegram, Barnyard
millet, Kodo millet, Proso millet and little millet. If
there is no proper rainfall at different climatic
conditions it will lead to Global Warming and famine. Therefore, we can grow millets using less
amount of water through which we can bring back
our traditional farming and seeds.
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Ms. Veerammal, the head of Women Farmers Society delivered the vote of thanks. Finally, an awareness song has been sung by the women farmers society.
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Millets Recipe Junction
Jowar Pongal Mix
Ingredients:
Jowar rawa
Green gram dal
Zeera powder
Curry leaves
Mustard seeds
Salt
Turmeric
Oil

1kg
¼ kg
5g
1 bunch
2g
- as required
2g
10 g

Method of Preparation:
Take pan add 1 table spoon of oil and add seasoning ingredients then roast the rawa and green gram
dal in the pan. Slight changes in the color is observed then add required amounts of salt. After cooling
pack for further use.
Method of Preparation:
Take 400 ml of water and wait until it boils and then add 100 g of the Jowar kichidi mix and wait until
it becomes soft.
Shelf Life:
Shelf life of this product is best before 6 months.

Ms. G. Bhargavi,
Home Science Scientist, DDS-KVK
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